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Abstract: The nature of interdependence between states encourages them to establish cooperation in
different fields, leading to multiple relations. The policy alignments of states on trade and political
relations can be regarded as the most critical agenda in a globalized world. Accounting for the linkages
between economic and political issues, this study focuses on the two relational ties, (i) free trade
agreements (FTAs) as economic cooperation and (ii) political alliances (PAs) as political cooperation.
In addition, it evaluates the coevolution of FTAs and PAs by employing a multiplex stochastic
actor-oriented model with longitudinal data of 160 countries during the period from 1990 to 2012.
The results show that the presence of a PA inspires the formation of an FTA, but present no clear
evidence that the presence of an FTA promotes the formation of a PA. Our analysis also shows
that a state prefers to form both FTAs and PAs with trade hub partners that have more FTAs but
prefers to form only PAs with political hub partners that have more PAs. This study argues that such
asymmetric effects between FTAs and PAs emphasizes the preferences of states for liberalizing trade
and connecting with partners that have many FTAs.
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1. Introduction

Cooperative phenomena among states occur when they share common goals and similar interests
or preferences [1,2]. Under ongoing global integration, enhancing cooperation, and establishing new
relational ties with potential partners seem to lie at the heart of almost all states, and more states tend
to engage in international cooperation to balance the costs and benefits of cooperation. One important
aspect is that states often cooperate in several fields, such as trade, investment, finance, education,
and security affairs. The existence of multiple or multiplex relational ties between states creates more
complex international systems. This study attempts to evaluate such multiplex relations between
states. In particular, we analyze the interconnection of free trade agreements (FTAs) and political
alliances (PAs), which are crucial forms of economic and political relations, respectively. FTAs and PAs
are the consequences of the decisions of states, creating international networks. Since FTAs and PAs
are networks by nature, this study applies social network analysis, which enables us to address the
interdependence between states and interactions between the two networks of FTAs and PAs.

Trade agreements, mainly FTAs, have received much attention with the proliferation of reciprocal
preferential trade agreements, especially since the early 1990s. With the importance of trading
communities, states sign trade agreements with their potential partners for mutual economic benefits,
although it is impossible to expect only positive impacts from the agreements [3,4]. At the same
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time, the formation of PAs has also been acknowledged as important because they are generally
expected to solve common political problems and balance the power in the system [5]. Capability
aggregation, political fellowship, and political compatibility are possible reasons for the formation
of PAs [6]. Since trade and political relations are mutually dependent as strategic measures for
governments, the connection between them has been discussed in the fields of economics and
international relations [5,7–13].

Many studies have examined the consequences of trade on political relations. Direct and indirect
trades generate political benefits and promote political relations by reducing the likelihood of interstate
conflicts [12]. Fordham [5] emphasizes the importance of trade to the formation of PAs by suggesting
that powerful states tend to form alliance ties with countries that they have close trade relations with
since economic gains from trade could strengthen their power. Conversely, many works have also
shown positive effects of political relations on trade [7,9]. Haim [13] emphasizes that states trade
more within the same alliance community, and indirect political relations also facilitate bilateral trade.
Long [10] states that more trade between allied states can be attributed to security or military concerns
of governments and relation-specific mechanisms of firms. However, much of the existing literature
has used trade flows to capture trade relations. Since decisions to form an FTA indicate the attributes
of member states and their attitudes toward each other, FTAs can be interpreted as the strategic action
in shaping the structures of their trade relations. Thus, this study considers FTAs, rather than trade
flows, as trade relations.

This study analyzes the dynamics of FTAs and PAs. Since these agreements are characterized
as a network, their formations depend on their own network-related properties as well as cross
network-related properties, which should be incorporated to discuss the coevolution of FTAs and PAs.
In particular, this study addresses two main hypotheses: (i) the dyadic tie in the FTA (PA) network
influences the tendency of the dyadic tie in the PA (FTA) network (“cross-network dyadic influences”),
and (ii) the popularity of a state in the FTA (PA) network influences the tendency of PA (FTA) ties
(“cross-network preferential attachments”). In the context of intrinsic linkages between economic and
political issues, states align foreign policies on trade and political relations [10]. More relevant to this
study, there can be a dynamic linkage between FTAs and PAs, which are regarded as crucial forms of
international cooperation [5,14]. FTAs manifest the positions and preferences in the international trade
system, while PAs reveal the political orientation. Moreover, the cooperation of states in a particular
field indicates that they regard each other as trustworthy and reliable partners. PAs could alleviate
the possibilities of negative externalities from FTAs, and economic gains from FTAs could contribute
to political strength. These arguments suggest the existence of cross-network dyadic influences,
i.e., FTAs (PAs) promote the formation of PAs (FTAs). In addition, states tend to prefer to form a
tie with partners that have already formed more ties [1]. A state’s trade and political relations with
partners could reflect its reliability and own capabilities to implement institutional commitments in
international cooperation. States with more PAs and FTAs may attract further ties of FTAs and PAs.
Due to the interrelation of economic and political issues, the existing network structures of FTAs could
affect a state’s decision concerning not only an FTA but also a PA, and similarly, the existing network
structures of PAs could affect a state’s decision concerning both agreements. Given these arguments,
we expect cross-network preferential attachments, i.e., a state tends to form FTAs with states that have
more PAs and to form PAs with states that have more FTAs.

In the international system, the existing ties and characteristics of states can influence the decisions
of states to form new ties. Although many studies examine the causes and consequences of international
agreements [15–20], most of them apply conventional regressions without considering crucial network
properties, such as triadic closures and preferential attachments. Recently, several works have
incorporated network properties and analyzed the dynamics of international agreements by applying
a social network analysis [1,6,21]. Social network analysis enables us to explore the interdependencies
among states and address how states choose their prospective partners and how their decisions interact
with one another [22]. This study attempts to analyze the possibility of multiplex relations between
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a pair of states. Multiplex relations can be simply defined as the simultaneous existence of more
than one type of relations between two states. In other words, a pair of states may have different
types of relational ties simultaneously [23]. However, to the best of our knowledge, few studies
have discussed the multiplex relations of networks in the social network framework. Exception may
include Warren [24,25] on military alliances and conflicts between states and Milewicz et al. [26] on
trade agreements and nontrade issues. This study applies a stochastic actor-oriented model (SAOM),
which is increasingly applied to analyze network panel data. Specifically, this study employs the
multiplex form of SAOMs to evaluate the multiplex coevolution or dynamics of the two networks of
FTAs and PAs, which would be a new contribution of this study to the literature.

2. Trade and Political Relations

Governments formulate their policies with the consideration of economic benefits and political
interests since economic issues are closely interconnected to political ones [10,14]. They often play
economic and political games and effectively utilize strategic foreign policies regarding trade and
political relations to shape their international relations. For the establishment of a new relation,
interested or involved states consider all of the possible endogenous and exogenous factors. However,
there is no doubt that all states place high priorities on their own national interests in the negotiation
processes of cooperation. In addition, balancing economic and political impacts on domestic interests
is indispensable for negotiation mechanisms.

Trade matters for political relations and it can convey the power of a state. Trade relations
help states create close economic relationships between states by enhancing communication and
mutual understanding and facilitating political relations [11]. Trade relations, including indirect
trade dependence, also contribute to positive political relations due to the reduction of interstate
conflicts [11,12,27]. These arguments suggest that trade relations foster stable political relations,
and trade tension leads to offensive political relations, i.e., trade relations between states are an
important determinant of political relations.

The consequences of political relations on trade have also been discussed in the literature. By using
different measures of political relations, such as militarized interstate disputes and interstate conflicts,
many works generally show positive effects of political relations on trade [8,28], although some studies
present less clear, or even negative, effects of political relations on trade [9,10]. Gowa and Mansfield [7],
Long [10], and Long and Leeds [14] show that states tend to trade more with allied states than with
adversaries because of less concern about security externalities arising from trade. Haim [13] suggests
that direct and indirect political relations determine trade, and Bagozzi and Landis [20] claim that
political ties support the stability of trade. Since trade flow can be regarded as an outcome, states often
formulate strategic trade policies to enhance trade with their allied states [10,14]. These arguments
suggest that positive political relations would promote trade relations, i.e., political relations are an
important determinant of trade relations.

As trade relations, this study focuses on FTAs, through which member states provide market
access to each other by reducing tariff and nontariff barriers while imposing different trade policies on
nonmember states. FTAs generally result from successful negotiation by states with enthusiasm for
national and regional development and they reflect strategic trade policies, indicating their attributes
as well as their attitudes toward each other. FTAs often underscore friendships with constructive
political relations between states in the sense that they are unlikely to emerge when political tension
exists. However, states cannot expect only favorable consequences of FTAs since their benefits may
not be equally distributed among member states and among industries within a member state due
to FTA-related externalities and participation costs [3,4]. Some industries enjoy the benefits of FTAs
at the expense of other industries, which often cause internal conflicts and difficulty in achieving
public consensus. Accounting for the benefits and costs of FTAs, several studies have discussed the
characteristics that determine the formation of FTAs [17]. Recent studies have emphasized the roles of
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network-related properties, including preferential attachments and transitive ties, as crucial driving
forces for the formation of FTAs [1].

Another component in the study is the formation of PAs as a form of political relations. A variety
of definitions of PAs exist in the field of international relations [10]. In general, PAs deliver peaceful
relations between states, and PAs in this study include broad measures covering defense, neutrality,
nonaggression pacts, and entente [6,29]. The existing literature has proposed that determinants
of PA formation vary over time with dynamic properties [5,6,30,31]. Depending on international
environments and the depth of relations between states, various factors, such as capability aggregation,
political fellowship, and regime types, can be recognized for the formation of PAs [6,25,30–32].
States tend to form PAs when they share common threats, common interests, or some similarities
in the economic and political senses [5,6]. Similar to FTAs, several studies have also suggested that
network-related properties can be crucial driving forces for the formation of PAs [1,6,25].

This study emphasizes the policy alignment of states since governments must explicitly consider a
variety of aspects upon the formulation of a specific policy. Policy alignment can be defined as adjusting
processes between different policies or adjusting specific policies to other related policies to accomplish
the national goals, and thus balancing the costs and benefits of their implementation. For example,
trade liberalization may support international political relations but yield adverse effects on some
domestic interest groups, so that it often causes domestic and external political issues, requiring careful
policy alignment. This study discusses the policy alignment between trade and political relations.
Long [10] and Long and Leeds [14] emphasize linkages between economic and political relations.
FTAs improve economic benefits and indirectly improve political interests, while PAs improve political
interests and indirectly improve economic benefits. Such interconnections lead to multiplex relational
ties of FTAs and PAs as strategic measures of trade and foreign policies. Since a set of international
agreements is characterized as a network, the formations of FTAs and PAs depend on their own and
cross network-related properties. The decisions of states to enter into an FTA would depend on the
existing networks of FTAs and PAs and the decisions to form a PA condition would depend on the
current networks of PAs and FTAs, i.e., there is coevolution of the two networks of FTAs and PAs.

Many empirical studies on international agreements, including FTAs and PAs, exist in the fields
of economics and political science. Most of them have applied conventional econometric analysis
and have not extensively incorporated network properties into the models, although the nature of
international agreements is a network. However, several studies have applied social network analysis
to discuss the roles of trade agreements or political alliances. For trade agreements, Manger et al. [21]
examine preferential trade agreements and find that structural arbitrage effects play a substantial role
in their formation. Manger and Pickup [33] indicate the relationships between democratization and
the formation of preferential trade agreements. Milewicz et al. [26] examine bilateral and plurilateral
preferential trade agreements and nontrade issues. For political alliances, Warren [24] shows that states
prefer to choose the allies of their allies when forming alliance ties, and Warren [25] examines the
coevolution of military alliances, conflicts, and domestic democratization. However, the past literature
has examined the patterns of FTAs and PAs independently. This study intends to contribute to the
literature on international cooperation by exploring the possibility of multiplex relations between
states in the context of policy alignment under economic and political linkages. To the best of our
knowledge, our study is the first attempt to empirically analyze the coevolutionary interinfluences
between FTAs and PAs.

3. Hypotheses

This section proposes four main hypotheses to discuss the multiplex coevolution of the two
networks of FTAs and PAs. The first two are related to conventional features of extradyadic
interinfluence within each network: (i) transitive ties or triadic closures and (ii) network popularities
or preferential attachments [1,25]. The last two are related to multiplex networks or cross-network
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effects: (iii) cross-network dyadic influences and (iv) cross-network preferential attachments as
extradyadic influences.

3.1. Structural Effects within Each Network

This subsection explains two structural effects within a network: transitive ties and preferential
attachments. Transitive ties and preferential attachments could be the most common endogenous
network effects because of the importance of third parties and popularities in network evolution.
First, concerning transitive tie effects, several studies have emphasized the significant roles of indirect
relations or third-party ties in the formation of a new relation [1,6,21,34]. Kinne [1] studies the evolution
of international cooperation and suggests a tendency toward closure in a triad when states have
a common third party through information and externalities mechanisms. Through information
mechanisms, the third-party ties enable states to obtain information about their prospective partners,
including their capacities for institutional compliance, trustworthiness, and preferences. Through
externalities mechanisms, the third-party ties generate negative externalities related to issue-specific
matters, such as trade and national security, under unclosed triads. In the network context, transitive
tie effects imply that if relational ties exist between states i and h and between states h and j, states i
and j are likely to form a new relational tie (Figure 1).
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As trade agreements, FTAs generally enhance trade flow, but they often cause unequal benefits and
costs among states and among sectors within a state. Chen and Joshi [3] emphasize the third-party effects
(“loss sharing” and “concession erosion” effects) with a focus on the trade-offs involved in forming
an FTA and mention that a newly established FTA causes two states to face gains in export profits
and consumer surplus, as well as reductions in home profits and tariff revenues. Manger et al. [21]
elaborate that the unequal distribution of gains from trade among the “hub” and “spokes” motivates
the spokes to establish direct ties with each other rather than linking via the hub. It implies that when
the spokes share the same hub (i.e., they are linked via the same hub), they are likely to form an FTA
between them directly, closing a triad of countries (triadic closure in the network term). The hub-spoke
relationships have become more important in the discussion of the evolution of trade networks,
particularly in the context of global value chains (GVCs), where international production and trade are
characterized as different stages of the production process across different countries [35,36]. Some large
states, like China, form FTAs to solidify their position as a hub of fragmented production networks.

To understand triadic closures in the FTA context, we consider a situation, where a hub state h
has FTAs with spoke states i and j. Given the argument that a state enters into FTAs to improve its
welfare through increased trade, state h could enhance its welfare through two FTAs with states i and
j. However, state i may suffer from trade diversion due to the FTA between states h and j. The FTA
between state h and j encourages state h to increase trade with its FTA partner j, perhaps replacing trade
with the third state i for trade with the FTA partner j. The increased trade between states h and j may
be achieved at the expense of state i. Similarly, state j may also suffer from trade diversion due to the
FTA between states h and i. This implies that the gain from two FTAs (FTA between states h and i and
FTA between state h and j) will accrue to the hub state h, and the gain of the hub state h may be larger
than that of its spokes i and j, which indicates the unequal distribution of gains among the hub and the
two spokes. To mitigate such unfavorable conditions, spoke states i and j are encouraged to establish
an FTA for trade promotion between them and the enhancement of their welfare. The FTA between
spoke states i and j also enables them to restore their market shares in the hub state h, which they
lost due to trade diversion associated with the FTAs between states h and i and between states h
and j. Consequently, a new FTA between spoke states i and j, closing a triad, will lead to more equal
distribution of gains among the hub and spokes. These arguments suggest that spoke states i and j are
likely to form an FTA when they are linked to a common third party.

Concerning the PA network, PAs are established to aggregate power and strengthen political
fellowships for mutual benefits. Several studies have offered possible justifications for why states choose
prospective partners that share a common third party. States evaluate the reliability, trustworthiness,
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and reputation of their prospective partners through the common third party [1,37]. The sharing of
common allies between states demonstrates the states’ attitudes and attributes that are similar to those
of the common third party, signaling a similar stance in the system. Maoz et al. [38] introduce the
concept of structural balance, suggesting similar patterns of strategic commitments of states to the
third parties and noting that states involved in common alliances share similar political perceptions
of friends and foes. Cranmer et al. [6] argue that a closed triad generates an equal distribution of
political benefits from PAs. With a closed triad, a particular state gains from political relations with its
partners in more harmonious ways, indicating that the utility gain from partners in a closed triad is
greater than that in an unclosed triad. Thus, the presence of a common third party encourages states to
establish a direct PA tie. Given the above arguments, we propose the following two hypotheses related
to transitive ties:

H1a States are likely to form FTAs when they share a common partner.

H1b States are likely to form PAs when they share a common partner.

The second structural effect to be examined is preferential attachments. Some studies emphasize
the popularity of an actor in the formation of new ties [1,25,39]. In network analysis, popularity is
measured by the number of ties or degree centrality. A state’s choice to form a new tie depends on the
existing prospective partners’ popularity, commonly known as preferential attachments. The popularity
reflects trustworthiness, reliability, and capability to fulfil institutional commitments [1,40]. State i
gains benefits indirectly from state j’s relations with others, so states with many bilateral ties are
attractive to state i in the FTA and PA networks (Figure 1).

Concerning FTAs, the high popularity in the FTA network reflects a lucrative market with a
strategic position that connects to other international markets. A state prefers to form an FTA with a
partner that has more FTAs since it can obtain economic benefits through intensified trade with the
more active partner in the FTA network (a partner with more FTAs). The context of hub-and-spoke
arrangements should be considered to explain the formation of FTAs in the prevalence of GVCs.
It should be noticed that the hub state, in the context of the trade network, is generally characterized
as the state that is sourced by many states and supplies its products to the international markets.
A state may establish many FTAs strategically to be a regional hub that ensures greater reciprocal
market access to its spokes [35,41]. For instance, Japan enters into FTAs to ensure market access
and a predictable business environment for its firms, especially large multinational firms involving
fragmented production across states [35]. In other words, FTAs could be a strategic activity in the
context of GVCs since the hub state attempts to connect to many potential spokes and the spokes
also attempt to engage in the global production networks. In such a case, the prevalence of rules of
origins (ROOs), a set of rules to determine the nationality or country of origin of goods, would be a
great concern. In fact, member states of respective FTAs have arranged to manage the ROO issues by
establishing a proper system to issue the country of origin (CO) certificates (or concerned forms) as
stipulated in their FTAs. Thus, FTAs are strategic activities of states to enhance their welfare, although
there may exist some concerns on restrictive ROOs [35]. These arguments suggest that a state is more
likely to establish an FTA with the active hub and that the active hub may also wish to expand its
market access or its FTA networks by forming more FTAs with prospective partners.

Regarding PAs, a state tends to choose partners with more PAs. In the context of international
relations, a state’s international power is often associated with alliance centrality [39]. A state would
enhance political benefits by choosing partners with more PAs due to the political support not only
from its ally but also from allies of its ally in solving international issues. For example, states may
mitigate security issues by receiving support from a large coalition in cases where they need military
support. Therefore, we propose the following two hypotheses related to preferential attachments:

H2a A state is likely to form an FTA with a state that has more FTAs.

H2b A state is likely to form a PA with a state that has more PAs.
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3.2. Multiplex Network Effects between FTAs and PAs

This subsection explains two multiplex networks or cross-network effects: cross-network dyadic
effects and cross-network preferential attachment effects. In social network analysis, multiplexity exists
when two actors are linked through more than one type of tie within a given boundary of actors [42].
It indicates not only interdependence among states but also interaction among networks. In this study,
a pair of states can form two types of ties, FTAs and PAs. Snijders et al. [43] suggest that participating
in one group and sharing the same activities enable states to facilitate information exchanges. During
the negotiation and implementation periods of the establishment of new ties, such as FTAs and PAs,
involved states could obtain more insightful information about the preferences, capability, and capacity
of their partners than they would have obtained without any ties. The existing ties might also allow
states to mutually exchange more information about their attributes in the system and their experiences
of engaging in other agreements. In addition, trustworthiness and reliability are fundamentals in
cooperation mechanisms. A pair of states with an FTA or PA construct mutual trust and assess each
other’s reliability through the implementation of institutional commitments to respective agreements
or cooperation. These arguments indicate that the presence of one type of tie promotes another type of
tie or cooperation, leading to the multiplex relations between states. Figure 2 illustrates the reinforced
relationships between two states with two distinct nondirected links, FTAs and PAs.
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Specifically, PAs generally ensure less possibility of political conflict or tension that would disrupt
private trade and investment transactions. This encourages firms in allied states to search for a
more predictable market, which calls for the formation of FTAs to reduce trade barriers and facilitate
trade in a more transparent and predictable manner. In addition, trade could increase the dyadic
potential military power of allied states, enhancing strong incentives to promote trade between them [8].
To improve aggregate welfare, governments align their trade policies with national security interests,
favoring their allied states [10]. Moreover, security policy coordination often promotes cooperation in
other policy fields, including trade ties. In the event of trade disputes, states sharing integrated security
systems provide informational resources and political pressures to seek cooperation [20,44]. In such an
interrelation between foreign policies on trade and political relations, the existing PA can multiply
the benefits of the FTA, reducing domestic political costs that arise from different stakeholders. Thus,
the tendency of a pair of states to enter into an FTA is higher when the states are politically allied.

Concerning channels from the presence of FTAs to PA formation, Haim [13] claims that economic
gains from increased trade can be translated into political power or influence, implying that the
governments of states tend to multiply the benefits of FTAs by establishing PAs. In addition, PAs can
alleviate concerns about the possibility of negative security externalities associated with increased
trade through FTAs [14]. Thus, states that are connected through FTAs are more likely to form PAs to
avoid trade-related conflicts, secure close trade relationships, and encourage firms to maintain trading
activities with better political relations in a more cooperative manner. Therefore, we propose the
following two hypotheses related to cross-network dyadic influences between FTAs and PAs:

H3a The presence of a PA between states is likely to promote the formation of an FTA.

H3b The presence of an FTA between states is likely to promote the formation of a PA.

The second cross-network effect is related to preferential attachments. The previous subsection
has discussed the preferential attachment effects within each of the two networks of FTAs and PAs,
i.e., a state tends to form an agreement with a state that has more agreements. In addition to such
within-network effects, this study argues the possibility of preferential attachment effects across the
two networks. A state with more ties or high popularity can be considered more attractive on the
basis of its trustworthiness, reliability, and capability [1]. The popularity of a state may influence the
decisions of other states in one network as well as in another network. Due to interactions of economic
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and political issues, a state would multiply its economic and political benefits by forming an FTA with
partners that have more PAs and forming a PA with partners that have more FTAs.

Given the preferential attachment effects from the PA network to the FTA formation, a state could
enhance the benefits and reduce the costs by forming an FTA with partners that have more PAs. If a
state establishes an economic link through an FTA with a politically central partner, it can obtain
substantive economic benefits associated with trade promotion and information acquisition, as well as
political support from the connection with the politically dominant partner. Such a state could also
reduce domestic political costs and pressures by convincing different interest groups that an FTA with a
partner with more PAs would bring about stable trade benefits because of the lower likelihood of trade
volatility in the partner [20]. Thus, a state has an incentive to form an FTA with PA-popular partners.

Regarding the preferential attachment effects from the FTA network to the PA formation, a state
could increase political benefits by forming a PA with partners that have more FTAs. Given the
recent trend towards more importance of global supply chains under a globalized world, having more
FTAs can be considered a signal of influential economic power with more information and credibility,
which can often strengthen political and military power. In addition, although PAs are designed to
establish close political relations, they also help enhance and stabilize bilateral trade flows because
the transparency and policy convergence induced by alliances stabilize private agents’ expectations,
deepen economic ties, and promote successful trade dispute settlement [20]. Alliances can help
promote and stabilize trade among member states since they are often associated with agreements
that oblige alliance members to engage in various forms of economic cooperation, such as trade
integration [14]. Such economic cooperation stabilizes trade by mitigating information problems and
policy discontinuities that may yield volatile trade and investment [44]. Thus, a state could promote
and stabilize trade with, and utilize the influential power of, a highly active or popular state in the
FTA network as its PA partner, i.e., a state has an incentive to form a PA with FTA-popular partners.
Figure 2 shows that state i prefers to form an FTA (a PA) with partner j that has more PAs (FTAs). Then,
we propose the following two hypotheses related to cross-network preferential attachments:

H4a A state is likely to establish an FTA with popular states in the PA network.

H4b A state is likely to establish a PA with popular states in the FTA network.

4. Model Specification and Data

For the analysis of relational data, many studies have applied traditional regression techniques,
such as logit and probit models. However, when dependencies of the observations of the dependent
variable exist, traditional estimation methods suffer from misspecification issues with biased estimates
and might fail to capture strategic interactions between states [1,25,45]. Cooperation between states,
through FTAs and PAs in this study, stems from the decisions of states based on their attributes,
characteristics of their prospective partners, and the existing network ties. To model endogenous
mechanisms of network formation, there are two important classes of statistical models: the exponential
random graph model (ERGM) and the stochastic actor-oriented model (SAOM). Both models have been
applied to analyze binary networks, where the likelihood of a tie to exist or come about depends on its
embedding in configurations or substructures of other ties within the network. Although the two models
share similar properties, they differ in the details. Intuitively, the ERGM is regarded as “tie-based”,
while the SAOM is regarded as “actor-oriented” (see [46], for more detailed explanation). To analyze
the multiplex coevolution between the two networks of FTAs and PAs in a framework incorporating the
network structural influences and strategic interaction between states, this study employs a multiplex
stochastic actor-oriented model (SAOM) [43,47]. The SAOM treats the networks as dependent variables
and models the endogenous and exogenous influences that cause changes in the network structures
over time, i.e., changes in the network structure are caused by endogenous network structures and
exogenous characteristics of states. To evaluate our hypotheses, we include within-network and
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cross-network interinfluences in our model. The former is to underline the structural effects within a
network, and the latter is to examine the interaction between the two networks.

The SAOM characterizes the international system as a collection of networks evolving from the
interdependent decisions of states, and it allows for the functional form of the statistical estimator
directly from theoretically-driven assumptions about the utility functions of states [25]. Let x =

(
xij

)
denote an n × n matrix representing an FTA network, and let y =

(
yij

)
denote an n × n matrix

representing a PA network, where xij and yij are dichotomous variables representing the FTA and PA
ties in force between states i and j for any dyad-year, respectively. Our analysis is based on a panel
study of the two networks, which are observed over time T = (t1, · · · , tM) with M ≥ 2. We specify both
FTA and PA networks as “nondirected” networks, where involved states (actors) jointly determine
to form a tie. The nondirected data does not differentiate between senders and receivers, assuming
that both ego and alter (two states involved in a tie) have equal contributions to nondirected ties [48].
In our model, FTA and PA networks are specified as codependent variables.

The network objective function determines the probabilities of a relational tie change in the
network, given that a state has an opportunity to change a relational tie [49,50]. The state makes
decisions based on the objective of maximizing its utility after considering the current structures of
the networks and the distributions of covariates. The model assumes that a state considers possible
actions and the corresponding changes in its utility once afforded an opportunity to make a choice,
and then it chooses the action that is expected to maximize its utility. In this study, the utility of state i is
captured by the two objective functions of FTA and PA networks with random components, which are,
respectively, defined as a linear combination of a set of endogenous network effects and exogenous
covariate effects:

fX
i (β, x, y) =

∑
k
βX

k SX
ki(x, y), (1)

fY
i (β, x, y) =

∑
k
βY

k SY
ki(x, y), (2)

where, the functions SX
ki(x, y) and SY

ki(x, y) represent the model-specified network effects and relevant
exogenous covariate effects of state i; and βX =

(
βX

0 , · · · ,βX
L

)
and βY =

(
βY

0 , · · · ,βY
L

)
are the

corresponding parameters of the two objective functions, representing the importance of various
effects in the model. A positive (negative) βX

k estimate indicates that the corresponding SX
ki(x, y) effect

encourages (discourages) FTAs, and a positive (negative) βY
k estimate indicates that the corresponding

SY
ki(x, y) effect encourages (discourages) PAs. Similar to multinomial logistic regression, the estimate for

a given effect is the log odds ratio of the probability that country i will choose to form the corresponding
tie, given that the only difference is a one-unit change in the effect of interest [48]. In our models,
endogenous network effects consist of within-network (structural network) effects and cross-network
(multiple network) effects, and exogenous covariate effects consist of exogenous monadic and dyadic
covariate effects.

As endogenous within-network effects, we incorporate transitive tie (triadic closures) effects and
preferential attachment (in-degree related popularity) effects to evaluate hypotheses 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b.
The transitive tie effect is commonly recognized as a distinct feature in most networks in the sense that
friends of friends become friends. It captures the probability of a direct relation between states i and j
that leads to triadic closure [47]. The transitive tie effects for the two networks of FTAs and PAs are
defined as:

sX
i1(x, y) =

∑
j
xijmaxh

(
xihxhj

)
, (3)

sY
i1(x, y) =

∑
j
yijmaxh

(
yihyhj

)
. (4)

In addition, the preferential attachment effects capture the tendency of state i to form a tie with
state j with the higher degree centrality and are defined as:
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sX
i2(x, y) =

∑
j
xij

∑
h

xhj, (5)

sY
i2(x, y) =

∑
j
yij

∑
h

yhj. (6)

Concerning endogenous cross-network effects, we specify cross-network dyadic effects and
cross-network preferential attachment effects to examine the multiplex coevolution of FTA and PA
networks in hypotheses 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b. The cross-network dyadic effects that capture the influence
of a dyadic tie in one network on a dyadic tie in another network are described as:

sX
i3 (x, y) =

∑
j
xijyij, (7)

sY
i3 (x, y) =

∑
j
yijxij. (8)

where, sX
i3 (x, y) and sY

i3 (x, y) represent the effects of a tie in the PA network on a tie in the FTA network
and the effects of a tie in the FTA network on a tie in the PA network, respectively. In addition,
the cross-network preferential attachment effects measure the influence of the popularity of state j in
one network on the decision of state i in another network and are defined as:

sX
i4 (x, y) =

∑
j
xij(y+j − y), (9)

sY
i4 (x, y) =

∑
j
yij (x+j − x). (10)

where, x+j and y+j are the numbers of ties of state j in the FTA and PA networks, respectively.

The effect sX
i4(x, y) captures the tendency of state i toward FTA ties with prospective partners that

have higher degree centrality in the PA network, and sY
i4(x, y) measures the tendency of state i toward

PA ties with more attractive partners with higher degree centrality in the FTA network. Following
conventional network models, the model incorporates additional endogenous network effects by
including the density (outdegree) effect, which is the most basic in network analysis (sX

0i (x) =
∑

j xij

and sY
0i (y) =

∑
j yij for FTA and PA ties, respectively). In a decision-theoretic approach, this effect

reflects the balance of the benefits and costs of an arbitrary relational tie. Given the sparse networks, in
most cases, the costs usually outweigh the benefits for a state to establish a relational tie to an arbitrary
other state so that a parameter of the outdegree effect has a negative value.

Following conventional network models, our model also considers several exogenous monadic
and dyadic covariate effects. As monadic covariates, we include the income level (development) and
the democracy measure (regime) in both objective functions. In addition, the models include the trade
openness (trade dependency) measured by the ratio of trade flow to GDP for the FTA equation and the
national material capability measure (capability) for the PA equation. Specifically, the models include (i)
the sum of the covariate-ego and covariate-alter effects and (ii) the covariate-related similarity defined by
the sum of the centered similarity scores between a state and other states with which it is tied. The income
level of a state captures the development stage and is measured by the log of the real GDP per capita.
The democracy measure reflects regime types measured by the Polity IV index [51], which is recoded from
0 to 20 (0 for full autocracy to 20 for full democracy). The national material capability is measured by the
widely used Composite Index of National Capability (CINC) based on six components (total population,
urban population, iron and steel production, energy consumption, military personnel, and military
expenditure). Concerning dyadic covariates, the models include the log of the distance between the
capital cities of two states (distance) and the log of bilateral trade flows (trade).
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The model estimation uses the longitudinal data covering 160 states over the three-year
nonoverlapping periods from 1990 to 2012 (eight waves). Our current focus on the 1990–2012
time period can be justified by the fact that bilateral FTAs were relatively rare prior to the 1990s (or
even breaks in the international system due partly to the end of the Cold War). Each of the dependent
variables of the nondirected FTA and PA networks comprises an N×N× T array with the number of
countries, N, and the number of the sample periods, T, where a value of one indicates an FTA (PA) in
force between a dyad in a given period and zero otherwise. We extract the data of FTA ties from Mario
Larch’s Regional Trade Agreements database [52]. The data of PA ties is extracted from the Correlates
of War Formal Interstate Alliance dataset (version 4.0) [53] and CINC index from the Correlates of
War National Material Capabilities dataset (version 5.0) [54]. The data of trade dependency and real
GDP per capita are obtained from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (WDI). The data
on distance and bilateral trade are obtained from CEPII’s GeoDist database [55] and the Direction of
Trade Statistics of the International Monetary Fund (DOTS-IMF), respectively.

This study only considers bilateral agreements. In our sample, as of 2011, the numbers of bilateral
and plurilateral FTA ties are 118 and 1245, respectively, and those of bilateral and plurilateral PA ties
are 77 and 905, respectively (given the decomposition of plurilateral agreements into their constituent
relational ties between two states). The inclusion of plurilateral agreements in bilateral relations may
lead to a misleading interpretation since the objective of our study is to examine reciprocal relations
with the characteristics of individual states and state pairs. Menon [56] discusses that bilateral PTAs
are not equally regarded as plurilateral deals, at least in practice. In addition, Milewicz et al. [26] argue
that treating plurilateral agreements as their constituent dyads in a framework of one-mode networks
poses methodological problems when the actors’ choices to join plurilateral agreements are analyzed,
so that plurilateral agreements networks should be modelled as two-mode networks. Since our main
interest is on states’ choices to form reciprocal agreements, our analysis is based on one-mode networks
with bilateral FTAs and PAs, rather than plurilateral agreements. This study estimates the models
by using the RSiena package, which allows us to empirically analyze the multiplex coevolution of
two codependent networks [48,57,58]. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the FTA and PA
networks. Figures 3 and 4 show digraphs of the FTA and PA networks in 1990 and 2011, respectively.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for bilateral free trade agreement (FTA) and political alliance (PA) networks.

Bilateral FTAs Bilateral PAs

Observation Time Average Degree Number of Ties Average Degree Number of Ties

1990 0.062 5 0.475 38
1993 0.338 27 0.738 59
1996 0.512 41 0.888 71
1999 0.812 65 0.900 72
2002 1.163 93 0.925 74
2005 1.087 87 0.950 76
2008 1.150 92 0.962 77
2011 1.475 118 0.962 77
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5. Empirical Results

Table 2 presents the estimated results of our multiplex SAOMs. The overall maximum convergence
ratio is 0.15, and all convergence t-ratios are less than 0.05, which implies that the model attains
adequate convergence of the algorithm [48]. To confirm the empirical validity of our results, we conduct
two robustness checks. First, we re-estimate the model by controlling for plurilateral FTAs for the FTA
equation and plurilateral PAs for the PA equation as exogenous covariate effects. Although our study
focuses on bilateral agreements to discuss the formation of bilateral reciprocal agreements, recent
studies, such as Milewicz et al. [26], have emphasized the importance of plurilateral or multilateral
agreements in a framework of two-mode networks with two types of nodes (i.e., countries and
plurilateral agreements). In fact, plurilateral agreements, such as the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA),
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the European Economic Area (EEA),
have played crucial roles in promoting trade relations under the prevalence of cross-border transactions
by multinational corporations. As the second robustness check, we re-estimate the models based on
annual data covering the period from 1990 to 2012 (23 waves), instead of the three-year nonoverlapping
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data (eight waves) in the baseline estimation. Tables 3–5 present the estimated results of the two
robustness checks, which are generally consistent with our baseline results in Table 2.

Table 2. Coevolution of FTAs and PAs, three-year intervals, eight waves (1990 to 2011).

FTA PA

Structural effects
Density −6.1771 ***

(0.2518)
−4.3344 ***

(0.6447)
Transitive ties sX

i1(x) 2.5784 ***
(0.2577)

sY
i1(y) 2.1804 ***

(0.6268)
Preferential attachment sX

i2(x) 0.1970 ***
(0.0377)

sY
i2(y) 0.1975 **

(0.0855)

Multiplex network effects
PA sX

i3 (x) 0.8594 **
(0.3933)

Popularity in PA network sX
i4 (x) 0.0666

(0.1276)
FTA sY

i3 (y) 0.8687
(2.2086)

Popularity in FTA network sY
i4 (y) 0.8072 **

(0.3803)

Dyadic covariates
Distance −0.0800 **

(0.0374)
−0.2676 ***

(0.0530)
Trade 0.1248 ***

(0.0205)
−0.0016
(0.0291)

Monadic covariates
Trade dependence (ego and alter) 2.4265 **

(1.1489)
Trade dependence similarity −5.0984 ***

(1.3967)
Development (ego and alter) −0.0594

(0.0586)
−0.1295
(0.1441)

Development similarity 2.0967 ***
(0.5274)

3.1454 **
(1.3847)

Regime (ego and alter) 0.0247 *
(0.0133)

0.0638 *
(0.0330)

Regime similarity −0.1977
(0.3285)

0.2297
(0.7730)

Capability (ego and alter) 0.1890
(1.1865)

Capability similarity 2.2006
(1.5183)

Overall max convergence ratio 0.1505

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10.
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Table 3. Coevolution of FTAs and PAs, three-year intervals, eight waves (1990 to 2011) after controlling
for plurilateral ties.

FTA PA

Structural effects
Density −6.1895 ***

(0.2747)
−4.3960 ***

(0.6255)
Transitive ties sX

i1(x) 2.9810 ***
(0.3587)

sY
i1(y) 2.1593 ***

(0.6190)
Preferential attachment sX

i2(x) 0.2007 ***
(0.0397)

sY
i2(y) 0.1745 **

(0.0826)

Multiplex network effects
PA sX

i3 (x) 0.9451 **
(0.4064)

Popularity in PA network sX
i4 (x) 0.0452

(0.1352)
FTA sY

i3 (y) 0.3462
(2.4789)

Popularity in FTA network sY
i4 (y) 0.9326 **

(0.3859)

Dyadic covariates
Distance −0.0949 **

(0.0380)
−0.2812 ***

(0.0486)
Trade 0.1348 ***

(0.0207)
0.0218

(0.0292)
Plurilateral FTA −1.1422 **

(0.4780)
Plurilateral PA 1.3839 ***

(0.5061)

Monadic covariates
Trade dependence (ego and alter) 2.7238 **

(1.1832)
Trade dependence similarity −5.0447 ***

(1.5049)
Development (ego and alter) −0.0554

(0.0609)
−0.1284
(0.1400)

Development similarity 2.2958 ***
(0.5395)

2.4790 *
(1.4058)

Regime (ego and alter) 0.0244 *
(0.0139)

0.0602 *
(0.0316)

Regime similarity −0.1091
(0.3333)

−0.1793
(0.7898)

Capability (ego and alter) 0.6527
(1.1038)

Capability similarity 1.8545
(1.5044)

Overall max convergence ratio 0.1775

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10.
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Table 4. Coevolution of FTAs and PAs, yearly, 23 waves (1990 to 2012).

FTA PA

Structural effects
Density −6.6838 ***

(0.2702)
−4.4574 ***

(0.5525)
Transitive ties sX

i1(x) 2.4853 ***
(0.2680)

sY
i1(y) 2.0199 ***

(0.5586)
Preferential attachment sX

i2(x) 0.2538 ***
(0.0382)

sY
i2(y) 0.1113

(0.0729)

Multiplex network effects
PA sX

i3 (x) 1.1224 ***
(0.3592)

Popularity in PA network sX
i4 (x) −0.0310

(0.1313)
FTA sY

i3 (y) 0.3459
(1.5514)

Popularity in FTA network sY
i4 (y) 0.7663 ***

(0.2819)

Dyadic covariates
Distance −0.0771 ***

(0.0361)
−0.2951 ***

(0.0422)
Trade 0.1594 ***

(0.0239)
0.0086

(0.0267)

Monadic covariates
Trade dependence (ego and alter) 2.8433 **

(1.2602)
Trade dependence similarity −5.2010 ***

(1.5528)
Development (ego and alter) −0.1393 **

(0.0565)
−0.2048
(0.1313)

Development similarity 2.2487 ***
(0.5590)

3.5646 ***
(1.2395)

Regime (ego and alter) 0.0427 ***
(0.0143)

0.0583 **
(0.0276)

Regime similarity −0.3175
(0.3622)

0.8065
(0.7203)

Capability (ego and alter) 2.1530 **
(1.0359)

Capability similarity 0.6207
(1.3022)

Overall max convergence ratio 0.2063

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10.
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Table 5. Coevolution of FTAs and PAs, yearly, 23 waves (1990 to 2012) after controlling for
plurilateral ties.

FTA PA

Structural effects
Density −6.6797 ***

(0.2662)
−4.4905 ***

(0.5510)
Transitive ties sX

i1(x) 2.7233 ***
(0.3308)

sY
i1(y) 2.0324 ***

(0.5263)
Preferential attachment sX

i2(x) 0.2533 ***
(0.0353)

sY
i2(y) 0.0975

(0.0735)

Multiplex network effects
PA sX

i3 (x) 1.1624 ***
(0.3682)

Popularity in PA network sX
i4 (x) −0.0427

(0.1245)
FTA sY

i3 (y) −0.1953
(1.7211)

Popularity in FTA network sY
i4 (y) 0.8515 ***

(0.3007)

Dyadic covariates
Distance −0.0861 **

(0.0372)
−0.3076 ***

(0.0445)
Trade 0.1664 **

(0.0248)
−0.0026
(0.0266)

Plurilateral FTA −0.6194 *
(0.3485)

Plurilateral PA 0.9892 **
(0.4866)

Monadic covariates
Trade dependence (ego and alter) 3.0769 **

(1.2374)
Trade dependence similarity −5.2353 ***

(1.5834)
Development (ego and alter) −0.1382 **

(0.0587)
−0.2181 *
(0.1298)

Development similarity 2.3562 ***
(0.5532)

3.1177 **
(1.2815)

Regime (ego and alter) 0.0427 ***
(0.0148)

0.0572 **
(0.0274)

Regime similarity −0.2654
(0.3779)

0.5388
(0.7259)

Capability (ego and alter) 2.3888 **
(0.9756)

Capability similarity 0.4200
(1.3299)

Overall max convergence ratio 0.2698

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10.

5.1. Structural Effects within Each Network

Concerning the within-network effects, hypotheses 1a and 1b (transitive ties) and hypotheses 2a
and 2b (preferential attachments) receive strong support from our empirical results. The positive and
significant parameters for the transitive tie effects, sX

i1 (x, y) and sY
i1 (x, y), suggest that states are more

likely to establish FTAs and PAs when they share a common third party. If a state and its prospective
partner share at least one common third party in the FTA network, the probability that the state forms
an FTA with the partner is increased by a factor of e2.5784 = 13.18 or 1218 percent. Similarly, if a state
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and its prospective partner share at least one common third party in the PA network, the probability
that the state forms a PA with the partner is increased by a factor of e2.1804 = 8.85 or 785 percent.
Our results are consistent with the findings of the existing works emphasizing the importance of
indirect links or triad closures in the evolution of networks [1,6]. The presence of the common third
country plays an important role in FTA and PA formation, which suggests that states prefer triadic
closures for the cognitive balance of economic and political power among states.

In addition, the positive and significant parameters for the preferential attachment effects, sX
i2 (x, y)

and sY
i2 (x, y), reveal that states are more likely to establish an FTA with popular partners in the FTA

network and a PA with popular partners in the PA network. The estimates suggest that a one unit
increase in the within-network preferential attachment effect increases the probability of an FTA by
a factor of e0.1970 = 1.22, or 22 percent, and the probability of a PA by a factor of e0.1975 = 1.22, or
22 percent. As mentioned in Kinne [1], highly popular countries could convey trustworthiness and
reliability more credibly than less popular counterparts since the popularity is generally a signal of
credibility, and popular countries have more information about their partners’ economic, financial,
regulatory, and political conditions. Forming a tie with such a popular partner allows a state to improve
its own credibility and to obtain information about not only the partner but also the partner’s partners.

5.2. Multiplex Network Effects between FTAs and PAs

The results of the cross-network effects related to hypotheses 3a and 3b (cross-network dyadic
influences) and hypotheses 4a and 4b (cross-network preferential attachments) are rather mixed,
depending on the types of the tie formations, as well as the existing networks. For the cross-network
dyadic effects, the positive and significant parameter for sX

i3 (x, y) supports hypothesis 3a, indicating
that the presence of a PA between states promotes the formation of an FTA. The presence of a PA between
states increases the probability that they form an FTA by a factor of e0.8594 = 2.36, or 136 percent. On the
other hand, the nonsignificant parameter for sY

i3 (x, y) fails to support hypothesis 3b, which shows
no clear evidence that the presence of an FTA inspires the formation of a PA. Our analysis reveals
asymmetric results in the sense of a clear association of the existing PA tie with the FTA formation and
a less clear association of the existing FTA tie with the PA formation.

Concerning the cross-network dyadic effects from the PA tie to the FTA tie (hypotheses 3a and 3b),
our result shows that the existing PA facilitates the formation of an FTA. Less political conflicts among
allied states provide firms with sound trade and investment environments and enable them to expand
their business to a more predictable market, which calls for the formation of FTAs. In addition,
since trade increases the potential political power, allied states have strong incentives to promote
trade by forming an FTA [8]. Moreover, the formation of an FTA often requires complex negotiation
processes and entails substantial domestic costs, such as those associated with political cleavages
among interested groups and changes in trade exposure among protected industries. The presence of a
PA often promotes other forms of cooperation, including FTAs, by reducing various domestic costs and
alleviating the information problems in foreign policy with transparency and policy convergence [20].
On the other hand, the estimation presents less clear evidence of the cross-network dyadic effects
from the FTA tie to the PA tie, i.e., states that have established an FTA are less likely to form a PA.
This result appears to confirm the argument that the importance of political power is relatively small
under the ongoing economic integration in international relations. Our findings of the asymmetric
dyadic effects between FTAs and PAs emphasize global preferences for free trade and suggest that
alliances serve as a preliminary step to enter into trade agreements, and once states establish a trade
agreement, the importance of forming alliances may diminish for them.

Regarding the cross-network preferential attachment effects (hypotheses 4a and 4b),
the nonsignificant parameter for sX

i4 (x, y) fails to support hypothesis 4a, i.e., there is no clear evidence
that states are likely to form an FTA with popular partners in the PA network. In contrast, the positive
and significant parameter for sY

i4 (x, y) supports hypothesis 4b, which confirms that states are likely to
form a PA with popular partners in the FTA network. The estimation suggests that a one unit increase
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in the cross-network preferential attachment effect of the FTA network on the PA formation increases
the probability of forming a PA by a factor of e0.8072 = 2.24, or 124 percent. Similar to the findings
of the cross-network dyadic influences, the model presents asymmetric results in the sense of a clear
association of the existing FTA popularity with PA formation and a less clear association of the existing
PA popularity with FTA formation.

Regarding the cross-network preferential attachment effects from the PA network to FTA formation,
the less clear evidence in our results suggests that a state seems to pay less attention to the number of
PAs that its prospective partner has when deciding whether to form an FTA. An FTA with partners that
have more PAs provides benefits including trade promotion and information acquisition. However,
such benefits would not cover the costs of forming an FTA, which consist of negotiation costs and
domestic costs. Negotiation with a state with many PAs for the establishment of an FTA is costly,
partly because it may take more time for the allied states to adjust their trade policies. Forming an FTA
often entails high domestic costs associated with political cleavages among the interest groups that are
affected by the FTA [20]. On the other hand, concerning the cross-network preferential attachment
effects from the FTA network to the PA formation, the results show that states tend to establish a PA
with partners with more FTAs as a strategic policy action. The recent economic integration with global
supply chains enables states with more FTAs to play a crucial role as trade hub states and enhance their
political power with more information and credibility. This argument supports a state’s preference to
form a PA with partners with more FTAs.

In combination with the within-network preferential attachment effects in hypotheses 2a and 2b,
the asymmetric effects of cross-network preferential attachments between the FTA and PA networks
provide important implications for the policy alignment of governments between FTAs and PAs.
Our analysis suggests that a state prefers to form both FTAs and PAs with trade hub partners that have
more FTAs but prefers to form only PAs with political hub partners that have more PAs. These results
emphasize states’ preferences for popularity in the FTA network. Trade hub states attract partners by
means of both trade and political relations, while political hub states attract partners by means of only
political relations.

5.3. Exogenous Covariate Effects

Our models also control for exogenous dyadic and monadic covariate effects. Concerning monadic
covariate effects, the parameter estimate of the geographical distance is significantly negative in both
of the objective functions of the FTA and PA networks, so that two states are more likely to form an
FTA and a PA when they are geographically close. The results also show that bilateral trade flows
encourage the formation of only FTAs. Regarding monadic covariate effects, we find several important
results. First, the parameter estimates of the development similarity are significantly positive for the
FTA and PA equations, suggesting that states sharing a similar development stage or income level
are more likely to form an FTA and a PA. Second, the parameter estimates of regime are significantly
positive, so democratization encourages the formation of FTAs and PAs. Third, the parameter estimate
of trade dependence is significantly positive in the FTA equation, indicating that trade integration
encourages states to enter into the FTA network. At the same time, the significantly negative estimate
of the trade dependence similarity suggests that states that share similar trade openness are less likely
to form an FTA.

6. Conclusions

The interaction between states and interinfluences between their policies are the basic foundation
for theorizing the possibility of multiple relations between states. The policy alignments of states
on trade and political relations can be regarded as the most critical agenda in a complex, globalized
world. Accounting for the linkages between economic and political issues, this study has focused on
the two types of relational ties: (i) FTAs as economic cooperation and (ii) PAs as political cooperation.
The relational ties constitute networks, and the network structures change dynamically. To understand
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the relationship between trade and political relations, we have discussed the coevolution of FTAs
and PAs by employing a multiplex SAOM that enables us to model the dynamic natures of states
and their decisions in international relations. In particular, this study has evaluated main hypotheses
related to multiplex network effects: (i) cross-network dyadic influences and (ii) cross-network
preferential attachments.

Our main results have presented the existence of multiplex network effects as consequences of the
policy alignment of states. First, the results have shown that the presence of a PA inspires the formation
of an FTA but present no clear evidence that the presence of an FTA promotes the formation of a PA.
Given the argument that the importance of political power has diminished under trade integration,
such asymmetric dyadic interinfluences between FTAs and PAs emphasize global preferences for
trade liberalization. Alliances might be a preliminary step for the establishment of trade agreements,
and alliances may not be required once states establish a trade agreement. Second, the analysis has
demonstrated that states are likely to form a PA with popular partners in the FTA network, while there
is no clear result that states prefer to form an FTA with popular partners in the PA network. Trade hub
states attract partners by forming PAs, while political hub states do not attract partners by forming
FTAs. This finding reveals states’ preferences for popularity in the FTA network. As a whole, this study
has emphasized the significant multiplex network effects as well as the policy alignments of states
and the resulting network dynamics, leading to a better understanding of the nature of states in the
international relations system. Trade and political relations should be balanced or aligned to achieve
the greatest gains from international relations.

As final remarks, we should explain the limitations of our empirical analysis. First, with the
importance of global value chains, FTAs would be a more crucial strategic trade policy to encourage
multinational and domestic firms to take advantage of international fragmented production.
When states negotiate the formation of an FTA, the ROOs provision is often an important issue
in the negotiation process. One of the objectives of ROOs is to avoid the situation where firms
that export their products from third states benefit from the FTA via the member state with the low
tariff. Thus, the prevalence of ROOs may also be related to the FTA network evolution with the
heterogeneity of states and products in the world trading system with global value chains. Our empirical
models do not explicitly consider such roles of ROOs, so that they should be incorporated into the
models to understand the patterns of the FTA formation in a more comprehensive manner. Second,
our models have focused on the networks of bilateral FTAs and PAs, treating plurilateral agreements
as exogenous covariates in our robustness checks. However, plurilateral agreements can also be
considered in the analysis of international relations or international cooperation networks in order to
capture the important connections through plurilateral agreements. It is worth conducting research
on the evolution of international cooperation networks that includes both bilateral and plurilateral
agreements by employing proper models and methodologies. Inclusion of both bilateral and plurilateral
agreements would help to develop more insightful arguments, mirroring the complex networks of
international relations.
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